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ABSTRACT

Scalability, heterogeneity, and device life-cycle are among the key concerns re-
garding Internet of Things (IoT) system development and deployment. Conse-
quently, they require robust solutions for managing gateway-resident services as
the systems evolve while being deployed in a large scale.

This thesis studies kernel-level virtualization in the context of designing and
implementing a software management system for use in IoT edge gateways. A
management system is implemented for a gateway which is deployed to several
households, where the gateways act as base stations for smart electricity plugs.
The gateway is designed to be used in a private household network, connecting to
the Internet using the household’s own connection without modifications to router
settings and with no configuration required from the homeowner.

The implementation runs on the GNU/Linux operating system on the Rasp-
berry Pi 2 single-board computer. It uses Docker as the virtualization system,
Ansible for host-level configuration management and MQTT as the primary pro-
tocol for communication with cloud-resident management services.

The gateway was deployed to a number of households in the pre-pilot phase of
the Flex4Grid project. During the pre-pilot, the implemented software manage-
ment system provided a convenient way of deploying and maintaining middleware
packages running inside the gateways, as well as being capable of updating itself
as required.

Keywords: deployment, internet of things, middleware, software containers, ver-
sion control
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Skaalautuvuus, heterogeenisyys ja laitteiden elinkaari kuuluvat Internet of Things
(IoT) -järjestelmien kehityksen ja käyttöönoton avainkysymyksiin. Tästä johtuen
järjestelmät tarvitsevat toimivarmoja ratkaisuja yhdyskäytävälaitteissa ajetta-
vien palveluiden hallitsemiseen laajasti käyttöönotetujen järjestelmien kehittyes-
sä.

Tämä diplomityö tutkii käyttöjärjestelmäydintason virtualisointia IoT-rajayh-
dyskäytävälaitteiden ohjelmistohallintajärjestelmän suunnitteluun ja toteuttami-
seen liittyen. Työssä toteutetaan hallintajärjestelmä yhdyskäytävälaitteelle, jol-
laisia otetaan käyttöön useissa kotitalouksissa toimimaan tukiasemana älypis-
tokkeille. Yhdyskäytävä toimii kotitalouksien yksityisissä lähiverkoissa, joissa ne
käyttävät kunkin kotitalouden omaa Internet-yhteyttä tarvitsematta muutoksia
kotireitittimien asetuksiin.

Toteutettu järjestelmä toimii GNU/Linux-käytöjärjestelmässä Raspberry Pi 2
-laitteella ja käyttää Docker-virtualisointijärjestelmää, Ansible-konfiguraation-
hallintatyökalua ja MQTT-kommunikaatioprotokollaa pilvipalveluiden kanssa.

Yhdyskäytävälaitetta käytettin lukuisissa kotitalouksissa Flex4Grid-projektin
esipilottivaiheen aikana. Toteutettu ohjelmistonhallintajärjestelmä tarjosi esipi-
lotin aikana sujuvan mekanismin yhdyskäytävälaitteissa ajettavien väliohjelmis-
tojen etäasentamiseen ja päivittämiseen ja pystyi päivittämään ajon aikana tar-
vittaessa myös itsensä.

Avainsanat: esineiden internet, kontit, käyttöönotto, versionhallinta, väliohjelmis-
tot
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1. INTRODUCTION

The phrase “Internet of Things” (IoT) refers to a network of smart objects that collect
and relay data among themselves and take action automatically. These objects can be
smart, network-enabled versions of previously non-networked everyday objects that
are equipped, for example, to be controlled remotely via an Internet-based interface or
to send sensory data or usage statistics, not only to their human owners but also to each
other on a machine-to-machine (M2M) basis without human intervention. [1]
This thesis focuses on the IoT gateway, sometimes also called an “edge gateway”.

An IoT gateway communicates data between Internet-based services and the devices
in its local device network, as depicted1 in Figure 1. It can have the role of hosting
control software for the local devices and may also provide them with additional data
processing services. For example, the devices may depend on the gateway to aggregate
their data for consumption or encrypting it for security. [2, 3, 4]

Figure 1. IoT gateway communicates with sensor devices using local network proto-
cols and pre-processes and communicates data to and from the cloud using application
level protocols over the Internet Protocol.

The behaviour of a gateway, and its capabilities to an extent, are determined by the
software it runs. Until recently, IoT solutions have been typically sold as isolated verti-
cal systems, where the gateway software is specific to both the device layer of sensors
and actuators beneath it as well as the application and business layers of services above
it [5, 6]. Such a system is fundamentally limited in its evolutional flexibility and its
capacity to accommodate parallel solutions, and these factors consequently also limit
its life expectancy. In a system which is both widely deployed and expected to evolve
during or after deployment, such limitations are not desirable. Avoiding these limita-
tions is among the challenges currently faced by the industry and concurrent research
efforts. As there are currently no dominant systems or standards for IoT regarding in-
teroperability and communication stacks, it is difficult to design maintainable systems
without having to lock down to a few specific technologies early on in the development.
A smart gateway, capable of flexibly running and maintaining mutually independent

1Some of the icons used are designed by Freepik (http://www.freepik.com/)
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middleware components, can go a long way in alleviating these sort of problems by
being able to extend its own capabilities as required. [3]

The problem of managing the software in a wide deployment of remote devices is
also relevant to another scenario. For years already, companies have employed the
remote management capabilities of various Mobile Device Management (MDM) tech-
nologies, in order to ensure the security, productivity, and business integrity of the
cellphones and tablets distributed to their employees. These management systems, of-
fered by many vendors such as Capricode2, Samsung3, and AirWatch4, often feature
capabilities like over-the-air firmware upgrading services, data loss prevention, mobile
policy management, and mobile application deployment, updating and removal. In
recent years, virtualization in the form of hypervisors, i.e. Virtual Machine Monitors
(VMMs) used in full virtualization, and containers, i.e. virtual machine instances of
OS-layer virtualization, have begun to demonstrate their usefulness in this field.

1.1. Scope of the thesis

This thesis studies virtualization as a means of facilitating the management of software
residing in IoT gateways. Some approaches, such as Intel’s recent intelligent gateway
solutions, employ a sort of application virtualization in their Lua, Java and other such
runtime environments [7, 8]. LEONORE [9] has many similarities to the solution
presented in this thesis, using container-based virtualization to provide capabilities for
managing software packages in field-deployed edge devices.

More specifically, virtualization in this context is surveyed in the current academic
literature as well as tried out in practice as a part of an IoT gateway software manage-
ment system implementation. This system is implemented for the Flex4Grid5 project,
in which the gateways are deployed in several participating private households. The
system emphasizes flexibility and reliability, and treats applications as separate and
independent components that can be updated or replaced remotely during runtime.

A household deployment of the finished system will include a local gateway, a smart
meter reader or interface, and several smart plugs for which the gateway acts as a base
station. Any power production devices, e.g. solar panels, may also be interfaced to
the gateway. The implementation done as a part of this thesis is tested in the pre-pilot
phase of the Flex4Grid project. In this phase, the distributed sets include one gateway
and one or more smart plugs are deployed in participant households, as illustrated in
Figure 2.

There are a number of requirements for the implementation, the primary one being
that the system must be able to host and maintain multiple evolving Flex4Grid gateway
software components in the household environments of the Flex4Grid project partici-
pants. These environments are normal homes with private local area networks (LAN),
usually behind a router which acts both as a firewall and a NAT device. The gateways
will be connected to the LANs and have normal access to the Internet via the existing
router of each respective household.

2Capricode SyncShield: http://www.capricode.com/category/syncshield/
3Samsung Knox: https://www.samsungknox.com/
4AirWatch Enterprise Mobility Management: http://www.air-watch.com/solutions/
5Flex4Grid: https://www.flex4grid.eu/
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Figure 2. Example deployment of one pre-pilot set in a household, consisting of one or
more smart plugs for monitoring and controlling the mains power for select appliances,
and a smart gateway acting as a base station for the plugs.

Assuming a typical consumer household scenario where the router does not block
outbound connections from inside the LAN, the system must not depend on port for-
warding or other such special configuration changes to the router. This means that
the system must function correctly without any cloud services being able to initiate a
connection to the gateway. The gateway should also, apart from the physical set-up,
require no interaction with the user and should be able to recover from errors without
local terminal interaction. In addition, the system should heed security concerns as
much as reasonably possible, keeping in mind that the implementation may be used in
or adapted to other projects in the future.

1.2. Objectives of the thesis

The two objectives of this thesis are:

1. to survey the feasibility, benefits, and drawbacks of virtualization in the context
of IoT edge gateway middleware management, and
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2. to implement a system to remotely manage the lifecycle of middlewares residing
in an IoT edge gateway.

The software management system is, in effect, a middleware to control the lifecycle
of other middlewares in the gateway. Thus, in addition to evaluating the performance
of the system’s main function, IoT middleware requirements such as some of those
outlined in [10], provide further useful evaluation criteria for the implementation:

• Middleware management (main functional requirement): The implementation
manages the lifecycle of other software/middleware in the gateway. It acts in this
capacity according to updates to the service and application code configuration
it receives from the cloud.

• Reliability and availability: A middleware and all of its components should re-
main operational even in error situations, for the duration of its intended use
scenario. In the event of a failure in the system, the recovery time should remain
sufficiently small, and errors should not occur too frequently. [10]

• Security and privacy: Security and privacy of data is an especially relevant con-
cern in many IoT applications due to their potentially invasive nature. Thus, all
functional and nonfunctional blocks of the middleware should take security and
privacy of any personal information into consideration. [10]

• Resource usage and virtualization overhead: Assessing the overhead caused by
the virtualization techniques and the overall resource usage of the implemen-
tation gives some useful metrics for analyzing the costs and benefits of using
virtualization in this context.

1.3. Structure of the thesis

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 briefly describes the problematic rela-
tion of the Internet to IoT, and explains the IoT application domains of Smart Grid and
Smart Home and their role with regards to this thesis. Chapter 3 explores the challenges
of endowing IoT solutions with the flexibility they require as technologies evolve, dis-
cussing gateway middleware and its management as a tool for that purpose. Chapter 4
then explains different types of virtualization and gives them a brief overview in terms
of security implications and middleware management.

Chapter 5 describes the Flex4Grid project as the requirement context for IoT gate-
way software management, proceeding then to a more detailed look at the implemen-
tation. This work is then evaluated in Chapter 6 where the findings of the Flex4Grid
pre-pilot are discussed. The test sets used to verify the correct performance of the
implementation are also described.

Chapter 7 discusses the results of the work. The possible impact that virtualization
can have to the lifecycle of a product is discussed, as well as the contribution of the
implementation to the Flex4Grid project. A few secondary functions of the implemen-
tation are briefly discussed along with some possible future developments, followed
by an overview of a selection of related work. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes and
concludes the thesis.



2. INTERNET OF THINGS

2.1. Internet and IoT

The name “Internet of Things” is reminiscent of a system where even the smallest of
devices can be independently connected to, from anywhere in the world. While this
may be the reality sometime in the future, it is not presently the case. The reasons for
this are numerous, one of the basic reasons being that as the Internet of Things is not a
single technology but a concept realized by many “enabler” technologies; hence there
is a multitude of different solutions for a multitude of usage and deployment scenarios.

Personal computers and smartphones from different manufacturers intercommuni-
cate with ease using the Internet Protocol (IP), the backbone of the Internet. However,
sensor networks and especially Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), which are an im-
portant element of IoT, tend to consist of devices that are very limited in their com-
putational capabilities as well as their memory and battery power capacities. These
limitations, added with the fact that sensor networks often employ “one-to-many” or
other such data flow patterns incompatible with TCP/IP and the routing schemes it
requires, make using IP in sensor networks a challenge in itself. [11]

Thus, adapting the Internet to the Things is not without problems. As the core vision
of IoT places a large role on a vast number of resource-constrained devices, using the
current Internet Protocol throughout the data flow of IoT is not very viable. This is
due to many issues. Apart from the already discussed resource and data flow pattern
issues, the scalability requirements of IoT are a problem with regards to the out-of-date
but still dominant IP version 4 which already suffers from address space exhaustion.
While the superseding IP version 6 (IPv6) addresses the latter issue, the other prob-
lems persevere and the transition to IPv6 has not progressed very quickly. Some of
these issues are addressed in proposals such as the RFC 4944 specification from the
IPv6 over Low power WPAN (6LoWPAN) IETF working group and the various spec-
ification proposals from the Routing Over Low power and Lossy networks (ROLL)
working group [12, 13]. The penetration of these solutions varies in different scenarios
as they are differently suited for each one. [11, 14, 15, 16]

Because of the challenge presented by using IP in sensor networks, many solutions
resort to short-range radio and lightweight protocols, which require little resources but
are insecure and not routable. Thus, many of the “Things” in the Internet of Things,
are not capable of directly connecting to the Internet and are therefore dependent on
a local gateway device, similarly to how a computer network at one’s home usually
depends on a router. The gateway can serve any combination of multiple purposes.
These purposes can include providing connectivity to and from the Internet, perform-
ing any necessary data conversions and protocol translations. Furthermore, the gate-
way can host middleware in support of many kinds of services and applications, such
as distributed computing, device control interfaces, or data storage. This concept is
visualized in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The IoT gateway acts both as a network protocol translator and intermediate
data processor between IoT end node devices and servers.

2.2. Smart grid and Smart home

The Internet of Things is realized by many “enabler” technologies such as RFID and
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) targeted for different applications such as health-
care, logistics, smart grid, and smart home. The common household deployment in the
Flex4Grid project, illustrated earlier in Figure 2, is basically a Smart home application,
implemented using a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN).
More generally, a WSN might be set up as a mesh of sensors ranging from air qual-

ity sensors to burglar alarms, for example. Some applications of this type of a sensor
network are already in reach for normal consumers via commercial smart plugs and
other off-the-shelf components. Such sensors usually communicate using one tech-
nology from a variety of somewhat established short range wireless communication
technologies, such as Z-Wave1.
There are significant differences between such technologies, and this variates the

scenarios they are suited for. For example, a Z-Wave based sensor network, is able
to form a mesh network in which each sensor can relay data from the other sensors
to a base station, in the manner illustrated in Figure 4. This enables the network to
be extended in terms physical area by simply adding new sensors to it, although the
maximum node count is limited [17].
The Flex4Grid project is an example of a system that spans both the Smart Grid and

Smart Home domains by utilizing a local gateway so that it acts as a base station for
smart plugs in a home environment and provides network connectivity, data aggrega-
tion, and remote control facilities for them in a home environment, and by using these
facilities in a grid-wide coordination with the grid operators.
The Smart Grid builds on the trend of an increasing number smart power meters

and small-scale power production systems, e.g. solar panels, in households. The use
of IoT platforms in this context can provide a number of benefits, including faster
power outage detection and recovery and also greater energy consumption control for
customers. The Smart Grid is also expected to facilitate avoiding power consump-
tion peaks via customer incentive programs or automatic appliance control based on,
for example, short-term electricity price changes. It is hoped that this kind of elec-

1http://www.z-wave.com/
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Figure 4. Example of Wireless Sensor Network where sensor data is relayed by other
sensors to a base station.

tricity usage peak avoidance will reduce the need for building new power plants. Put
together, the analysis of both supply and demand will allow energy enterprises to be
more efficient in their demand shaping. [18]

There is a variety of relevant technologies to the smart grid application field. Smart
meters deployed in the grid infrastructure, i.e. power plants, distributed storage and
area substations, are one of the building blocks [19]. In a household, the relevant
device types include any solar panels, smart plugs and smart meters. In general, a
household smart electricity meter is a device that measures the aggregate power usage,
e.g. via the household main switchboard, and provides some kind of data interface
for communicating the measurement data to the grid operator or the consumer [20].
Smart plugs on the other hand, more in the domain of Smart home, measure the power
consumption of individual appliances and may provide a facility to switch them on or
off remotely.



3. IOT EVOLUTIONAL FLEXIBILITY CHALLENGES

As the Internet of Things is still more a vision rather than a clearly defined, concrete
thing, no authoritative architecture description for IoT can currently be referred to.
There have been several layered proposals, usually ranging from three to five layers,
consisting of, for example, a Perception layer, a Network layer and an Application
layer [21, 22], as well as some attempts at Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) [21,
23].
However, since the vision of IoT has not yet really crystallized, neither has the un-

derstanding and use of its architectures. For example, many architecture proposals
neglect to discuss actuators, e.g. smart plugs that offer a switch function, in any detail.
Different architecture approaches, such as the functional and physical approaches in
Figure 5, might place actuators either in the top application layer [24], or the bottom
perception layer [22] which is sometimes considered synonymous with “device layer”
[6]. Therefore, the understanding of IoT services architectures must be flexible, able
to evolve and be changed over time. This flexibility should also be taken into account
when considering security and the need for updates.

Figure 5. Different three-layered IoT architecture proposals.

The IoT gateway is an example of a device which can be merely a network layer
device, or can span most of an architecture. The Flex4Grid gateway, for example, has
functionalities in at least the last three of the four layers of the service oriented IoT
architecture [21] described in Table 1.

Table 1. A four-layer service-oriented architecture for IoT
Layer Description

Sensing layer The sensing layer is integrated with hardware to acquire data
from the physical world via sensors and to control it via

actuators.
Networking layer The networking layer provides basic networking support and

data transfer over wireless or wired network.
Service layer The service layer creates and manages services, providing

services to satisfy user needs.
Interface layer The inteface layer provides interaction methods to users and

other applications.

Thus, the gateway and many other devices, can be difficult to definitively place in
an architecture in the first place. When taking into account the fact that the role and
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capabilities of many devices can evolve through updates to their firmware or software,
any fixed architecture role can be impossible to assign.

3.1. The IoT gateway

IoT objects, whose numbers are expected to rise to billions, may be connected to the
Internet either directly, or through gateways which can be intelligent and capable of
processing the traffic at the entrance of the network. In many current IoT scenarios,
the objects in use are very limited in terms of resources such as memory, processing and
battery. Thus, they use an adapted version of the Internet model with a heterogeneous
communication system, making them dependent on a gateway. [14]

Gateways can also host services. An IoT Service exposes a resource, such as an in-
formation storage, a sensor device, or an actuator device, in order to make it accessible
to other parts of the IoT system, often via the Internet [25]. It is an integral concept
to Service Oriented Architectures which have been proposed as a useful approach for
designing middleware for IoT.

3.1.1. Middleware in IoT

The purpose of middleware is to act as an abstraction layer in between, for example,
software applications and the operating system. The specific meaning depends largely
on context and point of view. [26, 27]

In many IoT scenarios, the role of middleware is to ease a development process
by abstracting the details of heterogeneous computing and communications devices,
thereby promoting interoperability between applications and services. IoT is hetero-
geneous in a such a manner that it can benefit much from good middleware solutions.
[10, 28, 24]

LinkSmart1, originally developed within the Hydra2 project and also used in Flex4-
Grid, is an example of a middleware which fulfills this role by allowing developers to
use heterogeneous physical devices in their applications. A large number of IoT mid-
dlewares have already been developed, for various purposes and different capabilities
and limitations, as evaluated in [10].

3.1.2. Role of the IoT gateway

The primary role of the IoT gateway is to mediate the heterogeneity between various
types of networks, such as wireless sensor networks, mobile communication networks
and the Internet, taking into account the different limitations of the devices involved,
as well as security and privacy concerns. Thus, the IoT gateway can have various roles
and functionalities in different deployment scenarios. [2]

The role of the gateway in a given scenario naturally affects the requirements im-
posed on the gateway. A few common requirements are:

1https://linksmart.eu/ (Accessed July 2016)
2http://hydramiddleware.eu/ (Accessed July 2016)
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• Data forwarding [2]: Moving data across network boundaries. For example,
receiving data from sensor network terminals and sending it to recipients in the
Internet.

• Protocol conversion [2]: Re-packaging data from one network or device type’s
data format to another. For example, receiving data from local WSN sensors in
the Zigbee protocol and repackaging it into MQTT over TCP/IP for publishing
to interested parties.

• Management and control [2]: Providing means to manage and control nodes in
the local network. For example, providing a service to control local sensor nodes
via messages over the Internet.

3.1.3. Commercially available IoT gateways

There are numerous commercial IoT gateway solutions available today. These range
from general-purpose modules to scenario-specific devices. Some vendors, such as
Arcturus3, offer gateways in the form of System-on-Module (SoM), as physical plat-
forms to be used in custom communication and data delivery applications. Numerous
vendors, such as Gigabyte and Dell, sell gateway devices with a variety of capabilities
for use in other companies’ customized vertical IoT solutions. These verticals may
be very specialized or even unique systems such as data gathering from an industrial
process in a single factory, improving the energy efficiency of individual buildings, or
tracking internal company deliveries.

Wind River Intelligent Device Platform XT 4 is an example of such gateway so-
lutions, marketed for custom commercial applications and Smart Energy solutions
among other things. It boasts features such as versatile connectivity support for lo-
cal, IoT, and cloud connectivity and the ability to run custom, upgradeable software
via popular application environments.

Most vendors have their own schemes of managing the software in their respective
gateways. Table 2 lists some of the differing examples. Whereas the Wind River’s
system provides flexible gateway middleware management, the Mbarx-M2M5 system
from Arcturus, provides facilities for upgrading the firmware on its device layer end-
points but does not boast much flexibility with regards to the middleware of their gate-
ways. Capricode has recently announced their plan to leap to IoT from the Mobile
Device Management (MDM) domain with their SyncShield6 solution bringing with
them a potentially fresh perspective to the field.

While the specific feature set of SyncShield is not currently available, many MDM
solutions, such as Samsung’s KNOX7 security platform, use various virtualization
technologies in order to provide security and isolation features, for example. Container-
based virtualization is especially used, to provide different userspaces, e.g. one for
company managed applications and one for private use.

3https://www.arcturusnetworks.com/products/ucp1020/ (Accessed May 2016)
4http://www.windriver.com/products/product-notes/PN_IDPXT.pdf (accessed May 2016)
5https://www.arcturusnetworks.com/products/mbarx-m2m/ (Accessed May 2016)
6http://www.capricode.com/press-release-syncshield-iot/ (Accessed May 2016)
7https://www.samsungknox.com/en/support/knox-workspace/white-papers (Accessed June 2016)
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Table 2. Examples of different IoT and MDM software management systems
Example Scheme Runtime

environment
Resource
require-
ments

Legacy support Life cycle impact

Arcturus
Mbarx-
IoT/M2M5

Monolithic
firmware
upgrades

Custom
firmware

Low Compatibility limited
to Mbarx endpoints.
Binary firmware
requires compatible
hardware.

Limited compatibility
and legacy support
limits life cycle

Wind River4 Application
virtualization

Java, LUA,
etc..

Medium-
high

If supported by
available runtimes

Remote updates and
support for multiple
popular VM runtimes
extend life cycle

Samsung
KNOX7

Container
based
workspaces
with
hypervisor-
based security
features

Multiple
containerized
Android
userspaces

Low-
Medium

Supports whatever
applications are
supported by the
kernel

Similar life cycle to
unmanaged Android
phones.

LEONORE[9] Container
based software
management

Automatically
customized for
each gateway

Medium Requires either source
codes or compatible
kernel for target
middleware.

Emphasis on
centralized
provisioning
framework may limit
life expectancy.

Recent commercial trends and the examples above show that virtualization offers
many interesting venues for managing software and their runtime environments, be
it either in IoT gateways or mobile devices. Apart from the various security uses,
virtualization can, in many cases, have a beneficial impact on the life expectancy of
IoT solutions and their subcomponents, by virtue of expanding compatibility or legacy
support. Virtualization allows the development and maintenance focus shift from hard-
ware to software, and although virtualization tends to carry a resource overhead cost,
as will be discussed in Chapter 4, the resources available to both IoT gateways and
end devices is likely to increase [29]. Thus, virtualization is becoming increasingly
attractive as an approach into managing software in IoT devices.

3.2. Application virtualization

As discussed, many current IoT gateway solutions can run custom software applica-
tions in Java and Lua runtime environments, for example. As such runtimes act as
intermediaries between the operating system and the application code, they are exam-
ples of application virtualization [7]. Other languages are also often executed using
a virtual-machine-like approach, such as an interpreter. Examples include CPython8

for interpreting the Python language, and ScummVM9 for, among other things, inter-
preting the scripting language used by the Script Creation Utility for Maniac Mansion
(SCUMM) game engine. In these uses, application virtualization means allowing an
application developed for one platform to run without modifications on another plat-
form, by providing a virtual implementation of the API that the application expects to
use [7].

8https://www.python.org/
9https://www.scummvm.org/
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Application virtualization is also closely related to the concept of sandboxing, which
allows a user to confine a software application to a restricted environment. Sandboxing
is often used in application virtualization to limit the application’s access to some of
the system’s resources, allowing, for example, some resources to be accessed but not
altered. This allows untrusted software to be tested in a risk reduced manner. [30, 31]

Applications written for virtualizable runtimes can have good legacy and cross-
platform support, as demonstrated by SCUMM games and many Java applications.
However, new versions of a runtime may break backwards compatibility and further-
more, some runtimes may impose some limitations with regards to, e.g. access to
hardware. Therefore, even though application virtualization is successfully used in
many IoT verticals, other virtualization techniques merit investigation as well.



4. VIRTUALIZATION TECHNOLOGIES

Virtual machines have been used since the 1960s, when IBM developed and used vir-
tual machines to provide its researchers concurrent access to a mainframe computer,
giving them an illusion of accessing the physical machine directly. Each virtual ma-
chine was an isolated copy of the underlying system, allowing users to develop and
test applications without fear of crashing any systems used by other users at the same
time. [32]

In modern computing, virtualization refers to various technologies that combine or
divide computing resources to present one or many operating environments. They
can use methodologies such as hardware or software partitioning or aggregation, time-
sharing, machine simulation and emulation. Virtualization has a wide range of appli-
cations, for example, supporting multiple operating systems concurrently in the same
hardware, kernel development and server consolidation. There are multiple different
approaches with different benefits and drawbacks to each. The primary benefits are
sharing of resources such as disk space and memory among virtual machines, and iso-
lation which can provide some security, for example. [32, 33]

The discussion in Section 3.1.3 indicated that virtualization can be a powerful ap-
proach for IoT gateway software management, even at the middleware level. The IoT
solutions which employ virtualization, appear more likely to enjoy an extended life cy-
cle due to easier middleware maintenance and in some cases, enhanced legacy support.

4.1. Scenarios

Generally speaking, virtualization can mean representation of any abstracted re-
source as opposed to actual versions, such as disk drives or disk images, input devices,
computer network resources, operating systems and so on. It can be used to aggregate
resources, for example, audio or network interfaces, or to partition resources such as
dividing virtual memory between application processes. Practical scenarios for the use
of virtualization include, for example [32, 34]:

• Server consolidation: Consolidation of workloads of multiple under-utilized ma-
chines to a single machine.

• Virtual hardware: Providing access to hardware that does not physically exist,
for example, virtual network interfaces or disk drives.

• Multiple simultaneous operating systems: Running Windows and Linux, for ex-
ample, simultaneously on the same physical machine.

• Testing and Quality assurance: Producing test scenarios which would be hard to
produce in reality.

• Software migration: Deploying, updating or downgrading software.
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• Sandboxing: Providing isolated environments for running untrusted software for
security or stability reasons, or running multiple separate sensing applications in
sensor devices as if there was a dedicated device for each application.

• Virtual networks: Assigning separate logical network topologies for different
applications using overlapping groups of sensors or other devices.

4.2. Different kinds of virtualization

Conceptually, a virtual machine represents an operating environment for a set of user-
level applications, which includes libraries, system call services, system configuration,
daemon processes and file system states. Virtualization can take place at one or more
of several abstraction levels, illustrated in Figure 6. It can be done at the instruction
set level, the hardware abstraction layer (HAL), the operating system level (system
call interface), the user-level library interface or in the application layer. Virtualization
approaches may be divided into different types according to the layer at which the
virtualization takes place. [32]

Figure 6. Virtualization opportunities in the interfaces between system layers.

There are a number of different virtualization technologies established, some of
which are categorized in Table 3. Categorization of these technologies is not strict,
both because many of them offer multiple modes of operation, either fully or partially,
and due to the distinction between these categories not always being clear-cut, as is the
case with e.g. KVM.

Table 3. Different virtualization technologies by type
Type 1 hypervisor Type 2 hypervisor Paravirtualization Container-based

Xen VMWare Workstation Xen FreeBSD Jail
Kernel Virtual Machine (KVM) User-mode Linux (UML) Linux Containers (LXC)

VMWare ESX VMWare Fusion Docker (libcontainer)
Hyper-V VirtualBox Solaris Containers
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These kinds of technologies are used in infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and plat-
form as a service (PaaS) solutions, such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud, Google
App Engine, DotCloud and Open Shift. [35]

It is worth noting that the different virtualization types are often not mutually ex-
clusive but, in fact, complement each other. A system might utilize multiple levels of
virtualization by, for example, using a hypervisor for running legacy software made
for another hardware platform alongside multiple Java applications using containers to
reconcile conflicting JVM version requirements.

4.2.1. Full virtualization

In full virtualization, often referred to as “Hypervisor-based virtualization”, one or
more guest operating systems and their applications run on top of virtual hardware.
This setup is also called a virtual machine (VM). A virtual machine monitor (VMM), or
hypervisor, runs either directly on top of the physical hardware or is hosted by a native
operating system. Figure 7 illustrates these two hypervisor types. Virtualization based
on a type 1 hypervisor is sometimes referred to as “hardware-layer”, “bare metal”,
or “native” virtualization and is common when virtualizing servers. Desktops, on the
other hand, are most often virtualized using type 2 hypervisors, also referred to as
“hosted virtualization”. In both cases, the hypervisor provides the virtual machines
with the required virtual hardware on which to run the guest operating systems, by
controlling the flow of instructions between the guest OS and the physical hardware.
[7, 33, 36, 37]

Figure 7. Traditionally, full virtualization hypervisors are classified into type 1 hy-
pervisors which run directly on the hardware, and type 2 hypervisors which run as
software on a host operating system.

Examples of full virtualization include VirtualBox1, VMWare ESX2 and Xen3, all of
which also offer paravirtualization, and Kernel Virtual Machine4, which uses the host
Linux kernel itself as the hypervisor.

Many benefits drive the development and use of full virtualization. For organizations
running servers, one common goal is to increase the utilization rate of their hardware.

1https://www.virtualbox.org/
2http://vmware.com/products/esxi-and-esx/
3http://www.xenproject.org/
4http://www.linux-kvm.org/
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On desktop computers, full virtualization is useful for running more than one operating
system instance, in order to e.g. enable running applications not supported by the main
OS of the computer. [7]

The primary drawbacks of full virtualization are its implementation complexity and
the significant performance reduction it tends to incur due to simulating parts of a
computer hardware and a full OS kernel. In recent years, however, developments in
hardware-assisted virtualization, such as the Intel VT-X and AMD-V extensions in the
x86 architecture, have enabled significant advances in the performance and flexibility
of full virtual machines by relieving the hypervisor software from some of the previ-
ously necessary binary translation, among other things. [36, 38, 39]

Full virtualization is found in various applications. For example, Samsung’s MDM
solution, KNOX5, uses hypervisors in order to enhance the platform security of An-
droid6 devices, as does the security-focused LynxSecure7 platform. In IoT scenarios, it
can be found in high-end gateway solutions such as Cisco’s IOx8-enabled fog comput-
ing platforms, which can package applications as virtual machines. Full virtualization
can offer good cross-device compatibility and support for legacy software but its re-
source requirements may limit its usability in less powerful devices. In such cases,
using only containers or application virtualization may be a better option.

4.2.2. Paravirtualization

Paravirtualization is a technique in which a guest operating system is presented with a
version of the underlying hardware that is slightly modified in order to, for example,
replace non-virtualizable portions of an instruction set with more easily virtualized
equivalents. Thus, the virtualization takes place primarily at the hardware abstraction
layer in the OS. [32, 33, 35]

The main benefit of this technique is that it can grant improved performance over full
virtualization, and prior to the hardware-assisted virtualization advances introduced by
the Intel VT-X and AMD-V extensions, it was the most sensible approach for virtual-
izing the x86 architecture. Its main drawbacks are that it requires the guest OS (but not
the guest applications) to be modified, and that it is limited to the physical machine’s
processor architecture and devices. [32, 33, 35]

Some of the notable paravirtualization technologies include Denali, User-mode
Linux (UML) and Xen. Xen, whose paravirtualization architecture is illustrated in
Figure 8, has been in development for more than a decade and is widely used, for ex-
ample, by Amazon Web Services, Google, Rackspace, Oracle, Cisco and Citrix. Both
Denali and Xen use paravirtualization to maximize performance and resource isola-
tion while maintaining an unaltered application binary interface (ABI), but they have
a different target scale [32, 40]. While Denali and Xen use the VMM directly on the
physical hardware, User-mode Linux implements a fully user-level resident VMM to
run Linux on top of Linux. In UML, the Linux kernel is modified to interface to the
system calls of the underlying kernel instead of the hardware. [32, 35]

5https://www.samsungknox.com/en/support/knox-workspace/white-papers (Accessed May 2016)
6https://www.android.com/ (Accessed May 2016)
7http://www.lynx.com/pdf/LynxSecureDatasheetFinal.pdf (Accessed May 2016)
8https://developer.cisco.com/site/iox/ (Accessed June 2016)
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Figure 8. The paravirtualization architecture of Xen avoids much of the overhead of
full virtualization by exporting a paravirtualized hardware architecture to a modified
guest OS in each of its VMs. (Source: Lars Kurth, 2015)

4.2.3. Container-based or OS-layer virtualization

Container-based virtualization, sometimes called OS-layer or operating system virtu-
alization, virtualizes the hosting operating system instead of the hosting hardware, as
outlined in Figure 9. The resulting VMs, or containers, share the host kernel on which
they execute applications, but contain their own userland portions of the OS, e.g., run-
time libraries and filesystems. No emulation is provided and no special hardware is
required. [33, 35, 41]

Figure 9. Container-based virtualization runs applications on isolated userspace in-
stances but on the kernel of the host OS.

This architecture is very thin and the CPU overhead imposed is next to none. In
terms of resources, it tends to be the most effective of the server virtualization methods
discussed thus far, while providing nearly as much isolation as full virtualization and
paravirtualization. A significant drawback, however, is that since the containers depend
on the kernel of the host OS, they are not as flexible but are limited to the same OS and
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CPU architecture as the host. Thus, one cannot run, for example, a Windows container
on a Linux host OS. In addition, due to sharing the host kernel, the isolation provided
is not as complete as with full virtual machines, which leads to applications potentially
being able to affect the whole system. [33, 35, 41]

When eligible, this type of virtualization can be a very attractive option in many
scenarios. As containers have less overhead compared to full virtual machines, it is
easier to have many isolated applications running with less resources, which is always
a factor worth considering in IoT systems. Whether to use full virtualization, con-
tainers, or both, is thus a balance decision between resource overhead benefit and the
compatibility limitations of containers.

Recently, a software called Docker9 has gained a very prominent position in the
field of Linux-based virtualization technologies. Docker is a tool that facilitates the
creation and management of application-specific containers by providing a toolset and
an API layer for utilizing underlying kernel-level technologies, such as LXC contain-
ers, cgroups and overlay filesystems. Together, these technologies provide containers
which are isolated from each other in terms of filesystem, resources and network stack
while allowing the containers to share a common base for their respective filesystems,
thus saving disk space. The technology is rather young and currently in very active
development. [35, 42]

Apart from servers and desktop computers, containers are also be used in many
modern MDM solutions, such as AirWatch10. In a Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
use case, a user has reasons to be concerned about the privacy of their personal data.
Using container-based MDM may alleviate such concerns by restricting the access of
any remotely managed software. Securing the container with encryption may also give
a measure of protection to any sensitive company data from other, possibly malicious
software the user may have inadvertently installed.

4.3. Security concerns in virtualization

Virtualization can be simultaneously harmful and beneficial to the security of a system.
In general, virtualization introduces a number of issues for consideration which may
be either flaws or features, depending on the context [33]:

• VM escape: Weakening of the VMs’ isolation may lead to security breaches of
various severity. One of the worst scenarios is VM escape, in which a program
running inside a VM is able to bypass the virtualization layer and thus get access
to the host machine. Since virtualization usually requires a high level of privi-
leges, an outbreaking program is likely to gain the equivalent of root privileges
on the host machine. A successful escape may enable an attacker to consequently
perform a guest-to-guest attack in which they break into another guest machine
on the same host. [33]

• VM monitoring from another VM: As a rule of thumb, VMs should not be
allowed to monitor each others’ activity nor resources unless a specific reason

9https://www.docker.com/
10http://www.air-watch.com/solutions/
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requires them to be able to. Network traffic is among the concerned activity and
its isolation completely depends on the networking setup of the virtualization
layer. In practice, the VMs are typically linked to the host machine via a virtual
switch or bridge, which may make it possible for other VMs to sniff network
packets from other VMs. Worse, the VMs may be able to use ARP poisoning to
redirect traffic to and from another guest machine. One solution to this could be
authentication of network traffic. In general, targeting a VM from another VM
with malicious intent is called a guest-to-guest attack. [33]

• Denial of service (DoS): A system’s resources, such as CPU time and RAM, are
divided between the guest machines it hosts. Thus, a VM may be able to deny
other guest machines these resources by hoarding all available host resources,
leaving none to other VMs. The best approach to prevent this kind of attack is
to impose limits to how large portions of such resources may be allocated to a
given VM. [33]

• External modification of a VM: Sensitive applications may need to be run in
a trusted virtual environment. If the VM of such an application is modified for
some reason, the environment should no longer be trusted, even if the application
can still execute normally. To maintain trust between the application and its vir-
tual environment, the VM should be cryptographically signed and the signature
validated before the application consents to run. [33]

• External modification of the hypervisor: In practice, the security models of
virtual machines are dependent on the good behaviour of the underlying hy-
pervisor. Thus, the hypervisor needs to be somehow secured from malicious
modifications. One solution is to enable guest machines to somehow validate
the hypervisor. [33]

• Hypervisor hyperjacking: If an attacker is able to execute malicious code with
administrator access on a system which supports hardware-assisted virtualiza-
tion, they may be able to install a malicious, fake hypervisor into the host system.
When successful, such a VM based rootkit attack, called “hyperjacking”, will
covertly turn the host OS into a virtual machine on-the-fly, granting the attacker
complete control of the underlying operating system while being very difficult
to detect by regular security measures. Apart from taking the normal measures
against an attacker gaining the opportunity of executing malicious code, one
proposed countermeasure is to install a thin type 1 hypervisor as a preventive
“guard” layer. [43, 44]

• VM sprawl: Inappropriate virtual machine management policy may lead to VM
sprawling, in which the number of virtual machines keeps growing uncontrol-
lably, causing the host’s resources to be wasted and making the virtual environ-
ment difficult to manage. [45]

The vulnerability of the different virtualization types to various security risks depends
largely on the specific technology and implementation. However, the potential dam-
age caused in the event an attack succeeds, can be assessed, as Table 4 does, for each
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virtualization type. Note, however, that the reality of potential damage ultimately de-
pends on the scenario. This also accounts for the low risk assessment for application
virtualization: such runtimes, e.g. JVM, are widely considered to be insecure and thus
are not likely to be used in such roles where they are able to cause too much damage
when compromised. Conversely, full virtualization systems are likely to be used in
scenarios where security breaches can potentially allow unlimited access to both the
host and other VMs.

Table 4. Potential damage for IoT gateways in the event of a successful attack
VM

Escape
VM mon-

itoring
from

another
VM

Denial of
service

External
modifica-

tion of
VM

External
modifica-
tion of the
hypervi-

sor

VM
sprawl

Full virtualization ooo oo o ooo ooo oo
Containers oo o o oo - o

Application v12n o o o -
low damage potential

o some damage potential
oo high damage potential

ooo very high damage potential
- not applicable

4.4. Virtualization in middleware management

In the desktop and server domains, legacy support usually means running old software
on top of new hardware. IoT gateway scenarios, however, are more likely to involve
sizable fleets of already deployed hardware that are upgraded much more inconsis-
tently than the middleware and applications they run. This generates a demand for
old hardware to be able to support software written for newer generations, creating
possible software conflicts and hardware incompatibilities.

Hardware incompatibilities are best solved using full virtual machines. However, the
considerable resource requirements can make them infeasible as an option, depending
on the platform in question. The restricted runtimes of application virtualization, as
used by many commercial gateways, may help in designing software that avoids such
issues in the first place, but only in some cases.

Where the host platform is concerned, containerization offers virtually no direct so-
lutions to hardware issues. Its primary benefits, however, stem from the effortless run-
time environment isolation it provides. This can facilitate deploying pieces of software
as discrete packages with little risk of badly built or misbehaving packages seriously
disrupting the outside system or other packages. This is not only more convenient for
the developers and operators, but enables designing a system where third parties may
easily and safely make software available in an application marketplace style.



5. SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT FOR FLEX4GRID
GATEWAYS

The technical challenge addressed by this thesis is the management of the software
residing in Flex4Grid1 edge gateways. As with software in general, the gateway soft-
ware will require frequent upgrades, even after the gateways are deployed to hundreds
or even thousands of households. Moreover, as the Flex4Grid is a research project,
feature-freezing the gateway software at any point during the development during or
prior to any field deployments may not be feasible.

5.1. The Flex4Grid project

Currently, Distribution System Operators (DSOs) track neither the power usage nor
electricity production of households in real time. Instead, they usually receive con-
sumption data as a daily aggregate after the fact. Flex4Grid aims to provide both the
DSOs and the homeowners realtime electricity consumption data of both the house-
hold as a whole, as well as the consumption of separate devices and appliances. This
realtime consumption data will enable the DSOs to offer incentives for the homeown-
ers to control their electricity consumption during grid-wide usage peaks, for example,
and allow the homeowners to better track their own power usage at different times and
by different appliances. In the long run, it will also enable the use of automation to
switch off non-critical power drains during usage peaks and for the homeowners to
remotely switch devices on or off.

As importantly, the project aims to enable gathering real-time data from any devices
that produce energy. Such devices, e.g. solar panels or windmills, turn the household
from a consumer into a producer/consumer, or “prosumer”, and are gradually making
their way into more and more households, especially in Germany. However, when
feeding power into the electric grid, these devices pose a new problem to the DSOs,
since no data of their production is available to them. The lack of production data
forbids any monetary compensation for the power provided by the household, and it
can also lead to technical problems with the grid. For this reason, the Flex4Grid project
also aims to provide the real-time power production data of these devices, to both the
DSOs and the homeowners.

5.2. Flex4Grid elements

The Flex4Grid system is required to be able to provide electricity consumption and
production data, for both a household as a whole, as well as for individual devices
within the household, both in real-time and historically. It must also make available
an end-user interface, which provides data visualization and some measure of remote
control of connected devices, over both the Internet and via local network.2

1https://www.flex4grid.eu/
2Kiljander J., Catewicz K., Palacka V., Gabrijelčič D. & Hrovat U. (2015), 646428-Flex4grid - D5.1

Initial system architecture. Not available to public.
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In practice, consumption data is acquired via smart plugs for discrete appliances,
and where available, via smart electric meters for a household as a whole. Such smart
plugs are available for the consumer in normal supermarkets, although they can differ
significantly in terms of technical capabilities. To be feasible for use in the Flex4Grid
project, they must be compatible with other technology choices used in the project,
as determined by the project requirements, and they must be able to feed useful data
(i.e. realtime power usage) into the Flex4Grid system in a usable format. Also, the
same smart plugs act as switches, allowing power to an appliance to be turned on or
off, over the network. These requirements mean that in practice, the plugs must not
be dependant on any vendor-controlled or other third-party service for the purposes of
data processing or control interfaces.
Figure 10 illustrates how the functional components of Flex4Grid are divided phys-

ically, some components residing in the edge gateway while others reside in the cloud.

Figure 10. Some of the functional components of Flex4Grid reside in the cloud while
others are housed in the local edge gateways and other devices.

Flex4Grid provides each household with a local gateway device which is equipped
with the hardware and software to act as a base station for the smart plugs and to
interface with any smart meters. As the project goes on, the software for reading and
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controlling the plugs and so on, will be updated and the updates must be applied into
the gateways. Thus, a management system for the gateway software is needed.

5.2.1. Gateway device platform

Choosing the specific platform for the Flex4Grid home gateway was outside the scope
of this thesis. With its reasonably low unit price, with regards to its capabilities, the
RASPBERRY PI 2 3 was deemed an optimal solution and thus selected, offering enough
resources for collecting data from smart plugs while providing some local data storage
and capabilities of hosting applications for e.g. local load balancing. In addition, its
capabilities offer the option of later deploying or implementing additional communi-
cations drivers or software for e.g. photovoltaics devices.4

The gateway resident software components which perform the functions shown in
Figure 10, are mostly developed within the Flex4Grid project or otherwise by the
project partners. Thus, there is considerable freedom of choice when it comes to pro-
gramming language choices and runtime environment requirements. User data privacy
requirements as well as licensing and philosophical considerations drive a strong pref-
erence towards open source solutions. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the
managed software will be primarily Linux-based, as the Raspberry Pi is marketed fore-
most as a platform for the open source OS.

5.2.2. Software management approach

As discussed in Chapter 3, virtualization is increasingly attractive a choice for IoT de-
vice software management. The relatively large amount of resources offered by the
Raspberry Pi, allow us to consider different kinds of virtualization for the software
management system. Combinations of different levels of virtualization can offer sig-
nificant benefits with regards to compatibility and legacy support, and device life cycle
by extension.

The most interesting approach is containerization. It works well with application
virtualization, such as Python interpreters and offers methods to modularize and isolate
application components in a service oriented fashion, enabling an easy and safe method
to package software. However, it limits applications to what is supported by the host
kernel, which can be a major drawback in some situations.

In the Flex4Grid case, a container-based approach should do fine. A compatibility
issue is most likely to arise in the hypothetical situation where a desired device addition
was only supported by incompatible, proprietary device drivers.

3https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-2-model-b/
4Nissilä T., Kiljander J., Palacka V. & Miloš N. (2015), 646428-Flex4grid - D3.3 Initial prosumer

flexibility module. Not available to public.
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5.3. Software management design elements

From a high-level perspective, the software management system consists of both
cloud-resident components and gateway-resident components, as depicted in Figure
11. The two cloud-resident components are the Fleet Controller and the Container
Image Repository, whereas the gateway-resident components are the Host Controller,
Container Supervisor, and the Container Service. In Flex4Grid, the depicted system is
operated by the developer and operator personnel of the project consortium. However,
the Fleet Controller or the Container Supervisor could offer administrative interfaces
for the homeowners’ benefit in a future development or variation of the scenario.

Figure 11. Overview of the software management system, showing its high-level com-
ponents.

The Fleet Controller is an interface between the operators and the gateway-resident
components, although it is not strictly necessary for the operation of the system. Its role
is to monitor and store status data from the gateways and to provide the information
to the operators in a human-readable format. It also provides a toolset for generating,
signing and publishing any configuration updates or commands for the gateways.

The Container Image Repository is simply the service, which stores container
images and makes them available for download. However, care should be taken not to
overlook it when considering security issues of the system.

A Host Controller instance resides on each gateway, where it has the role of per-
forming any administrative and maintenance actions on the gateway’s native operating
system, using any services and package management systems offered by the OS. In
this role, it is capable of installing new kernel modules, libraries, or software packages
on the host system if required.

The Container Supervisor interfaces with the Container Services, the underlying
containerization middleware implementation, in order to control the lifecycle of the
containers. It is responsible for receiving, verifying and acting upon the control mes-
sages from the Fleet Controller, keeping track of managed containers and their status,
reporting its status to the Fleet Controller, and launching and destroying containers as
appropriate.

On the gateway side, as much as possible of the system’s functionality is integrated
into the Container Supervisor and any tools it can utilize. The purpose of this design
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choice is to minimize the complexity of the Host Controller. This allows the risks
of updating the management system itself to be kept to a minimum, by focusing the
update frequency on the Container Supervisor and thus allowing the seldom updated
Host Controller to act as a failsafe, able to rollback the Container Supervisor or apply
hotfixes to it.

5.4. Flex4Grid implementation

In order to achieve a functioning management system for the Flex4Grid pre-pilot
phase, the Host Controller and Container Supervisor components were implemented
as a part of this thesis. Implementation of the other components was not necessary: the
Container Image Repository and the Container Service are already available from the
Docker project, and although helpful, the Fleet Controller is not strictly necessary for
the operation of the system.

5.4.1. The Host Controller

As the Flex4Grid gateway runs a GNU/Linux distribution based on Debian5, we were
able to take advantage of its robust and feature-rich package management system, Ad-
vanced Packaging Tool (APT), to install the Host Controller as a native package of the
APT system. This granted the system a measure of additional robustness by ensuring
that any prequisites to the Host Controller were also properly installed, and allowed us
to fairly easily update the Host Controller when necessary.

The Host Controller itself was implemented as a rather straightforward Python
script, which was executed periodically by the CRON system service, to perform a
set of externally defined tasks, such as updating the Container Supervisor or packages
on the host OS. An example execution cycle of the local gateway host-level version
controller is presented in Figure 12.

In order to keep the Host Controller’s own code as minimal as possible, most of the
actual functionality was delegated to an external tool, ANSIBLE6. Ansible is a config-
uration management platform which can perform a large variety of system adminis-
tration tasks locally or on multiple remote nodes. The desired tasks can be described
in simple, abstracted format in so-called “playbook” files in the YAML7 language. In
addition to the vast selection of task modules, the advantages of using Ansible include
the simplicity of its setup and the syntax of its playbooks, the possibility to use it via
a Python API, its reliability, and its idempotent design, which allows tasks to be safely
repeated. While Ansible is normally used from a central configuration server by con-
necting to remote nodes via e.g. SSH, it can be used in “pull mode”, as was done
in Flex4Grid. In pull mode, the Ansible software resides locally on each node where
upon execution, it downloads a playbook file from the configuration server and then
executes it on the local host.

5https://www.debian.org/
6https://www.ansible.com/
7http://yaml.org/
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IoT gateway local components

Download Ansible playbook

Download playbook signature

Verify playbook �le against
pre-installed OpenPGP public key

private package repository

Download updated certi�cates

Download new Container-level
version controller image

Terminate

Start latest
Container supervisor

Container supervisor
Start-up procedure

Figure 12. Host-level version controller example run.

There are a number of alternatives to Ansible, such as CHEF8 and PUPPET9. How-
ever, many of them either have a much steeper learning curve, cannot operate in pull
mode, or do not offer a Python API.

To avoid being supplied a counterfeit playbook for malicious purposes, the Flex4Grid
system requires the playbook files hosted in the Flex4Grid cloud to be signed, using
public-key cryptography. Thus, rather than simply piping a playbook file to Ansible,
the Host Controller must first authenticate all downloaded playbooks, using pre-shared,
trusted keys.

8https://www.chef.io/
9https://puppet.com/
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5.4.2. The Container Service

The Container Service is a middleware that is responsible for the creation, execu-
tion, and low-level management of software containers. In the Flex4Grid project,
DOCKER10 is used as the container service “workhorse”, controlled by the Container
Supervisor via Docker’s control API. Docker is a Linux-based, open-source project,
which uses a number of underlying technologies based on open standards, to provide
a system to facilitate running and managing containers, configuring their limitations,
managing their filesystems and so on. In adition to its well-documented control API,
it provides useful tools such as COMPOSE11, enabling the Flex4Grid Container Su-
pervisor to use it to utilize software containers with little effort. Currently, Docker is
overwhelmingly popular and its development since its open source release in 2013 has
been extremely swift.

5.4.3. The Container Supervisor

The Container Supervisor’s primary function is to receive and process updates to the
desired container configuration. It does this by utilizing the MQTT communications
protocol, maintaining a connection to an MQTT broker server. There, it subscribes to
one or more message topics to receive configuration update messages. The supervisor
will receive any retained messages from the topics upon subscribing, and any subse-
quent messages while it remains subscribed. In practice, this allows messages to be
delivered to the gateway in an event-based fashion, even if the gateway is behind a
firewall and a NAT, as long as the gateway can establish a connection to the broker
in the cloud. The lightweight design of MQTT helps to avoid server load issues when
scaling up the amount of connected clients, while enabling encrypted communications.

As discussed, the Container Supervisor uses Docker as the workhorse system for the
low-level management of the software containers. An example of the update process,
from the perspective of the Container Supervisor, is depicted in Figure 13. Upon re-
ceiving a configuration message on an appropriate topic, the Container Supervisor first
validates the integrity and proper format of the message. If valid, the message is then
authenticated using an embedded signature and a pre-shared public key, in a similar
fashion to the Host Controller. After successful authentication, the message payload
may be processed.

The configuration message has a hierarchical structure, as illustrated in Figure 14.
The configuration contains one or more application subconfigurations, each of which
defines an application that works independently of the other applications. Each appli-
cation, in turn, contains one or more component containers, which are meant to work
together to form one full application.

Each application object contains some data for the Container Supervisor’s internal
use, such as the version of an optional management interface API and update urgency
information, but more importantly, all necessary parameters to create the container.
There is a large number of possible parameters, not all of them required. Specifically,

10https://www.docker.com/
11https://docs.docker.com/compose/compose-file/
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Figure 13. Container Supervisor update sequence example.

these parameters are configuration options used by the Compose tool. The key items
are listed in Table 5.

Compose, as discussed, is a tool from the Docker project. It facilitates setting up
and maintaining multi-container configurations. The container details for each con-
tainer in the configuration message is translated to YAML and serialized as a file, to
pass to Compose. Then, Compose determines what parts of the configuration have
changed and which containers need to be updated, removed, or created. Compose also
determines the proper setup order for multi-container applications and which contain-
ers may need to be linked to each other. For example, a multi-container configuration
might contain one or more data gathering applications, requiring network access to a
specific port on another container running an SQL database.

After the update, the Container Supervisor performs a clean-up, removing any or-
phaned containers that contain a Flex4Grid-specific metadata label but do not appear
to belong to any application known to the Container Supervisor. After stale containers
are cleaned, the supervisor can remove old versions of images to save valuable disk
space.
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Figure 14. The hierarchical structure of the Container Supervisor’s configuration mes-
sage can describe independent multi-container setups if needed.

Table 5. Some of the most important container configuration items
Item Example data Required Description
image “registry.com/

author/exampleimage:0.42”
Yes Full image name, incl. the

image repository hostname
command python /flex4grid/lvc.py -v Yes Command to run inside the

container, incl. parameters
labels flex4grid Yes Docker metadata used to

identify orphaned containers
volumes [ “/var/lib/f4g/:/var/lib/f4g/”,

“/run/docker.sock:/run/docker.sock” ]
No List of volume mappings from

host to container
devices [ “/dev/ttyACM0” ] No List of device mappings from

host to container
links local_load_balancer No Names of other containers this

one should be linked to

Not all the gateways are necessarily sent the same configuration. The gateways
in some areas, for example, may be required to run different versions of the project
middleware. Thus, a simple grouping mechanism was implemented by having each
gateway subscribe to a group-specific MQTT topic, therefore allowing, for example,
live beta tester groups to be defined. However, this functionality only extended to the
Container Supervisor, and the development of this functionality for the Host Controller
was left for the future.
In addition to the update functionality described in this section, the Container Su-

pervisor has small secondary functions, which will be discussed in Chapter 7.

5.5. Summary

The implemented system enables a deployed fleet of Linux-based devices to be re-
motely managed in a number of ways. The Host Controller allows changes to the
underlying host system, including installing new software packages and even kernel
modules, as well as error recovery in case the Container Supervisor or Container Ser-
vice fails. Many other uses are also possible, with varying degrees of practicality.
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The Container Supervisor offers an event-based control mechanism for managing
software containers in the devices. This allows isolated software packages to be in-
stalled, updated, or uninstalled as desired by the Flex4Grid project or another context.



6. EVALUATION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION

To evaluate the main functional requirement and the non-functional requirements of
the software management system implementation, various tests were performed and
the performance of the gateways observed in both laboratory and “field” environments,
as described below, in Section 6.1. The following attributes were evaluated:

• Middleware management: A set of tests, listed in Table 6, was performed in a
laboratory environment prior to releasing any updates of the software manage-
ment system’s own components to the gateways deployed in the field, to verify
their correct functioning. After the update, the tests which did not require local
access, were performed on at least one gateway.

• Reliability and availability: A test set was performed by inducing various error
situations, listed in Table 7. These specific tests were performed in a laboratory
environment, as described below. In addition, the gateways’ field performance
was remotely observed for indications of these errors.

• Security and privacy: Some of the key attack surfaces of the implementation
are discussed below, with Table 9 describing a corresponding test set. Note, how-
ever, that the tests concerning the Host Controller and the Container supervisor
are already included in the reliability test set.

• Resource usage and virtualization overhead: The disk space requirements of
Flex4Grid Docker images were measured on a gateway in a laboratory environ-
ment. In addition, the CPU and memory overheads were measured with the help
of GNU system tools, as described in Section 6.5.

With the exception of resource usage and virtualization overhead, the test sets de-
scribed are not a one-time evaluation but test compilations meant for aiding in the
pre-release validation of any updates to the respective component of the system.

6.1. Experimentation environment

The main testing of the software management system was performed by observing the
behaviour of a number of gateways deployed in various locations among the different
teams involved with the Flex4Grid project during several months of so-called “pre-
pilot” phase.

The pre-pilot setup was described and illustrated in Chapter 1, Figure 2. In the pre-
pilot, each test kit consisted of a Raspberry Pi 2 gateway, along with a Z-wave dongle
paired with a number of Fibaro Z-wave smart plugs. These kits were deployed into the
homes and offices of individual members of the participating project teams. The home
setups approched the intended production environment and the offices functioned as
laboratory test environments, although interfaces and software for smart meters were
not yet available.
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For deployment, each gateway was provisioned with a 4 gigabyte micro-SD memory
card, preinstalled with the HypriotOS1 operating system, a Debian2-based GNU/Linux
distribution. Some software was also preinstalled, including the software management
system implemented in this thesis, and a unique TLS certificate to identify each indi-
vidual gateway device.

The test setup in each home allowed a small number of appliances to be equipped
with smart plugs, enabling the participant to track the electricity consumption of their
devices individually via a smartphone application, which also allowed the appliances
to be switched on or off from across the Internet.

In addition to the field tests, some tests were performed in a laboratory environment.
The main difference to the field tests was that the laboratory environment was set
up with a local console access to the gateway, which allowed real-time observing of
the behaviour of the system via log files, processes’ standard output, and host system
process monitoring.

6.2. Middleware management

In order to verify the proper functioning of the management system, a set of tests,
briefly described in Table 6 was performed. At this stage of development, some tests
were most conveniently performed using a local access to the gateway, although the
successful completion of the tasks relevant to tests 1 and 2 could also be inferred if the
later tests were successful.

During the pre-pilot phase, most technical aspects of the project, including the var-
ious cloud-resident services, gateway-resident middleware, security infrastructure and
the software management system itself, underwent several updates, which both fixed
bugs and implemented new features.

In general, the software management system performed well during the test period.
While some features were implemented while the pre-pilot was already ongoing, and
some planned features were not implemented before the first test phase had concluded,
the main functionality of allowing the other Flex4Grid middleware to be updated and
managed, performed correctly most of the time.

The only cases where the system experienced serious problems that could not be
remotely solved were two cases where the gateway’s host filesystem ran out of space.
In one case, the problem occurred due to extensive logging and the other case occurred
due to the gateway having itermittently been used for other development purposes.

The system did experience other problems, which occasionally caused problems
running the Flex4Grid middleware, mostly due to bugs and oversights in implementing
some of the non-primary features such as support for multiple groups and security
features. These could be fixed remotely by updating either the host-level component
or the container manager component, but some of the more serious ones could have
potentially prevented updating the software management system itself on deployed
gateways. These were mostly bugs related to security features, such as misbehaviour
when trying to update an expired verification key.

1http://blog.hypriot.com/
2https://www.debian.org/
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Table 6. Expected key behaviour and associated tests for their verification
Test id Expected behaviour Test procedure
Test 01 The host-level components runs

automatically shortly after gateway start-up
and periodically thereafter

(On-site)a: execution indicated by
flashing the gateway’s power led
irregularly

Test 02 The host-level component successfully
downloads and verifies an Ansible
playbook file from the configured server
and begins executing the tasks defined in
the file.

(Local console access)a: component
execution indicated in a log file

Test 03 The host-level component successfully
executes all tasks defined in the
downloaded playbook fileb

(Local console access)a: component
execution indicated in a log file

Test 04 Container supervisor regularly publishes
status messages via MQTT

Subscribe to the gateway-specific
MQTT status topic on the configured
broker

Test 05 Container supervisor publishes status
message upon command via MQTT

Publish a request for a status message
update to the gateway-specific MQTT
command topic on the configured
broker

Test 06 Middleware is running in containers as
configured in the update message published
and retained on the gateway’s
group-specific MQTT update message topic

Observe the gateway’s status message
topic. Subscribe to gateway’s
group-specific MQTT update message
topic to verify there is a message
published.

Test 08 Middleware container configuration is
updated according to update messages
published on the gateway’s group-specific
MQTT update message topic

Observe the gateway’s status message
topic and publish an update message
with new configuration to the gateway’s
group-specific MQTT update message
topic.

aRemote indicator of system status was not implemented during test phase.
bFailures typically indicate errors in the playbook file itself but may also be due to misconfiguration

(e.g. insufficient privileges) or other problems in the host OS (e.g. insufficient disk space).

6.3. Reliability and availability

There are several error situations which the system must tolerate. The most important
of these are various connectivity problems and receiving various types of invalid data.
Table 7 lists the tests performed to assess the system’s tolerance to invalid data. These
tests are also relevant to security testing.

During the pre-pilot, the most common connectivity problem was complete Internet
connection loss. This type of problem is very common and must be gracefully han-
dled. Curiously, the Paho3 MQTT client library, used by the container manager, did
not properly handle this situation when running in a thread. This is not ultimately a
problem, though, since the container manager supervises its child threads and recre-
ates them as needed. Other possible connectivity problems consist of individual cloud
services being down or otherwise unreachable.

The system also faces a number of other threats to its stability, tested using the tests
listed in Table 8.

3https://eclipse.org/paho/clients/python/
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Table 7. Tests for verifying data validation behaviour, performed in a laboratory envi-
ronment

Component Test Description Expected behaviour
Host

Controller
Playbook not
valid

The downloaded Ansible
playbook not valid or its
signature cannot be verified.

Playbook is ignored. If
the verification failed due
to an expired key, see
below.

Host
Controller

Playbook
signing key
expired

The locally stored OpenPGP
public key, used to verify the
Ansible Playbook, is expired.

Component tries to
update the key from a
keyserver and attempts to
upgrade itself if
unsuccessful

Container
Supervisor

Invalid update
message data
format

Container configuration message
is not valid JSON or does not
conform to schema.

System discards the
whole update message.

Container
Supervisor

Garbage data in
update message

One or more data in the
container configuration message
contains data of wrong type.

System discards the
whole update message.

Container
Supervisor

Invalid
signature in
update message

The included digital signature
does not verify the container
configuration message payload

System discards the
whole update message
unless local configuration
file indicates the
signature is not required.

Container
Supervisor

Semantically
unsane data in
update message

Container configuration message
conforms to schema but contains
unfeasible data.

Container fails to start,
error is displayed in the
pubished status
messages.

Apart from the two error categories discussed above, errors may arise from the host
system. Most notably, over time the system may run low on available RAM or disk
space. Low memory situations may arise, for example, if one or more of the contain-
ers have memory leaks or if too many containers are being run. Enforcing resource
limitations for containers should be effective in protecting the system against these sit-
uations. On the other hand, situations caused by possible memory leaks in the software
management system or improper configuration of the host system, are more difficult to
protect against. Fortunately, however, the underlying Linux kernel has mechanisms to
deal with out-of-memory situations.

Running out of disk space is a situation that is more difficult to deal with. During
the pre-pilot, two occasions of low disk space took place. Such a situation is espe-
cially difficult if the root filesystem of the host runs completely out of available disk
space since many routine system mechanisms in many GNU/Linux distributions re-
quire some amount of temporary disk space, as do the components of the Flex4Grid
software management system. Furthermore, creating processes to fix such a situation
is difficult without knowing, what precisely is occupying the disk space. The situations
encountered in the pre-pilot involved excessive logging to disk and accidental instal-
lation of software with a large footprint on an already uncomfortably small memory
card. The measures taken to avoid these issues in the future were using a RAM-resident
temporary filesystem for logging and ordering memory cards with more capacity for
the future pilot.
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Table 8. Stability verification tests, performed in a laboratory environment
Component Test Description Expected behaviour

lvca Container
supervisor
crashes

The container supervisor
terminates due to an
unhandled exception or some
other problem.

Docker restarts the
supervisor. If
unsuccessful, the
host-level component
attempts to start it.

lvca Subcomponent
of the container
supervisor
crashes

A thread in the container
supervisor terminates when it
shouldn’t.

The container supervisor
restarts the thread.
System operation
continues normally.

lvca No Internet
access

Internet connection is lost
during runtime or was not
available in the first place.

System resumes normal
operation as soon as
Internet access is
obtained.

lvca No access to
any single cloud
service

A single cloud service, such as
the Docker image registry or
the MQTT broker, is
unreachable.

Normal system
operation resumes as
soon as the service
becomes unreachable.
Any ongoing updates
(i.e. image downloads)
are resumed.

aContainer supervisor

The reliability of software in the containers is ultimately up to the software itself. An
API for in-container application status reporting, controlling self tests and so on, was
specified and prototyped but could not be tested in practice, as none of the managed
middlewares implemented the functionality at this stage of the project.

A part of reliability is the general good behaviour of a software. This means that the
software should not leak memory, spawn too many threads, flood the network, fill up
too much disk space, wear down the memory card with over-extensive writing or break
things for other software. While avoiding these issues is important, it is impractical to
devise specific tests for them as they tend to stem from unexpected bugs. Rather, they
are monitored closely during other tests and normal operation.

A shortcoming of the system was noticed during testing, with regards to mapping
devices into the containers. Specifically, there were two types of Z-wave interfaces
used in the laboratory tests. While these devices could be used identically, they would
map into different device names in Linux. As Docker refuses to create a container
with an invalid device mapping, this could sometimes lead to problems of containers
not starting. The problem was worked around during the tests but a proper solution,
such as adding device name handling logic to the Container Supervisor, was left for
future development.

6.4. Security and privacy

The evaluation of security in this thesis focuses mostly on the Host Controller and the
Container Supervisor, seeing as they were the primary implemented components of the
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software management system. Table 9 describes the tests for the key vulnerabilities
discussed below. Note that some of the tests are the same as those in Table 7.

Table 9. Security validation tests
Component Test Description Expected behaviour

Host
Controller

Playbook
validation tests

See Table 7

Container
Supervisor

Message
validation tests

See Table 7

Container
Supervisor

Image hash
verification
failure

The hash or checksum of a
downloaded image does not match
the one specified in the Container
Supervisor configuration message.

The image is not
accepted by the

Container Supervisor.

MQTT
broker

Publish to
disallowed
topic

An MQTT client (authenticated by
TLS certificate) attempts to publish

to a topic where it does not have
writing permissions.

The message is not
published.

Docker
Image

Registry

Unauthorized
image uploader

An unauthorized client attempts to
upload a Docker image to the cloud

image repository.

The image is not
accepted by the

repository.

Privacy in the context of this thesis, refers to the protection of the homeowner’s
data, and relies foremost on the managed applications since the software management
system does not directly handle any of the data. Therefore, no specific testing of any
attacks on the homeowner’s data was conducted. It should be noted, however, that a
serious security breach in the software management system is nearly certain to com-
promise the privacy and integrity of the homeowner’s data as well.

The Host Controller does not listen to any port for inbound connections. Instead,
its most obvious attack surface is the potential injection of a malicious Ansible play-
book into the system. The simplest counters are securing the server which serves the
playbooks, and the communication between the gateway and the server. However, a
more important protection is authenticating all playbooks using a digital signature and
public-key cryptography. In Flex4Grid, this was implemented using GnuPG which
provides a reliable authentication mechanism for the playbooks. In tests, no playbooks
with invalid signatures passed inspection and were refused by the Host Controller.

It is noteworthy, that a successful playbook injection can give an attacker virtually
full superuser access to the host OS one or potentially all gateway devices in the sys-
tem. It is possible to limit the impact of a successful attack, for example by blacklisting
or whitelisting Ansible modules in the playbook verification phase of the Host Con-
troller run. However, this would both increase the complexity of the Host Controller
and trade off some of its flexibility and rescue system potential.

Injections to the control messages received by the Container Supervisor can expose
the system to VM escape, guest-to-guest attacks, denial of service and VM sprawl.
The system is protected against injection attacks at multiple levels, the first being the
MQTT broker where Access Control List (ACL) enforcement limits both message pub-
lishing and topic subscription according to client authentication. The next levels are
the schema validation of the control messages and finally, validation of the embedded
cryptographic signature.
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These measures do not offer complete protection against the aforementioned threats
of VM escape, guest-to-guest attacks and so on, since they only verify the syntax and
author of the messages. These threats can still be actualized by a verified message and
may, in fact, be desirable features in some situations.

Even if the control message is fully valid and authentic, another injection surface is
presented at the Docker image registry. Apart from the registry server itself needing
authentication, for which TLS is used, an attacker may be able to upload an image
containing malicious code, replacing the real image. To counter this, all uploaders
must first be authenticated and authorized. Finally, the software management system
in each gateway must verify the checksums of all downloaded images, comparing them
to those specified in the update message. The implementation of the last two security
measures is left for future development efforts.

6.5. Resource usage and virtualization overhead

As discussed in Chapter 4, virtualization takes its toll on system resources, thus affect-
ing the cost-benefit balance of using it as a major functional element of the system.
In the case of the Flex4Grid software management system, the relevant resource types
are CPU time, RAM usage and disk space required by the Container Supervisor, CPU
and RAM usage overhead caused by the Container Service, and the disk usage and
download size differences caused by using software containers instead of installing the
software directly onto the host OS.

The disk space “overhead” of using Docker containers depends much on how the im-
ages are built. As Docker images consist of “layers”, which are incremental filesystem
deltas, images sharing a common ancestry save on the disk space requirement up to
the point of divergence. Likewise, when updating an image the update process needs
only to download the layers starting from the lowest updated layer. Thus, investing
forethought on the image build steps may save both disk space and download time and
cost.

Table 10 shows the disk space requirements for some of the images used at a certain
point during the pre-pilot phase. As seen in the table, the actual software takes up a
very small amount of the Flex4Grid images. Most of the disk space is required by the
full Python 2.7 implementation along with several libraries and their dependencies, in-
stalled on top of a fully functional Raspbian userland image of roughly 120 megabytes
in size.

Table 10. Flex4Grid Docker image disk space requirements
Image Total disk space Non-shared disk

space
Delta to previous

version
Required by the
actual software

lvc:0.47.3 308.4 MB 186.1 MB 0.3 MB 556 kB
rpi-plugs:0.1-55 357.8 MB 235.5 MB 1.1 MB 33 MB

The container system’s RAM overhead consists of the Container Supervisor’s and
the Docker daemon’s memory requirements, as well as each containers’ individual
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overhead. To estimate these, the SMEM4 tool was used, Table 11 showing the results.
The command line client utility is only used when controlling Docker manually and is
mostly included for comparison with the Container Supervisor.

Table 11. RAM overhead
Component Unique Set Size

(USS)
Resident Set Size

(RSS)
Shareable

(RSS - USS)
Docker daemon 30 MiB 50 MiB 20 MiB

Container Supervisor 21 MiB 22 MiB 1 MiB
CLI Client 1.7 MiB 20 MiB 18 MiB

Additional per container 0.7 MiB 3 MiB 2.3 MiB

For the Docker daemon and the Container Supervisor, RSS is the most important col-
umn, giving the actual physical RAM requirement of the related processes. The USS
column indicates the amount of required “unique” physical RAM, meaning memory
which the process cannot share with other processes. The last column is the approxi-
mate difference between RSS and USS.

In addition to the base daemon processes, a process is spawned for each running
container. For them, the USS column is the relevant one, indicating how much (or
little) each container increases the RAM overhead on top of the RSS of just one con-
tainer. The results shown in Table 11 were roughly the same accross the half a dozen
different combinations of images and tasks that were tested.

Running a process inside a container is, in theory, the exact same task for the CPU
as running it natively. To verify this, the CPU was stressed by compressing a large file-
several times both natively and within a container. The average and median durations
of the completed operations in both cases were then compared, giving the expected,
virtually identical results.

Instead, the CPU overhead of containerization consists of the peripheral functions
of the Docker engine and daemon, such as logging, creating and destroying contain-
ers, and processing requests to the Docker daemon. A rudimentary test for the CPU
stress of instantiating a container was conducted by looping a task chain of creating a
container, running a simple ECHO command within, and then destroying the container.
On an otherwise unencumbered Raspberry Pi 2, each cycle took about 3 seconds on
average and yielded an average CPU stress of about 16% according to the TOP com-
mand. This is trivial, however, except in some error situations or unless running e.g. a
task chain of several short-lived subtasks in separate containers.

4http://www.selenic.com/smem/



7. DISCUSSION

7.1. Lifecycle impact

Virtualization in its different forms has much potential with regards to expanding both
cross-platform compatibility and legacy support. The implemented software manage-
ment system was primarily a container-based approach, and as such its primary bene-
fits are the ease of deploying and maintaining discrete software packages with very low
CPU and RAM burden overhead. However, due to its dependency on the host kernel,
it does not directly offer the cross-platform support benefits of full virtual machines.
Thus, the lifecycle impact of the implemented container-based software management
system is mostly not direct, but due to its impact on the maintainability of software and
deployable application packages.

As all virtualization approaches have different shortcomings, it is logical to conclude
that they work best in combinations. Since a container-based approach is lightweight
in the same resources that full virtual machines tax the most, it is not hard to imagine
scenarios which reap the benefits of both. For exampe, one could have a software pack-
age system based on containers, with hardware incompatibilities resolved using a type
2 hypervisor. In fact, a system with a similar idea was used to speed up development
in the Flex4Grid project, where ARM architecture based containers were developed on
x86-64 architecture based desktop computers and run using QEMU1 as a transparent
binary translation layer, thus allowing the same containers to run on either machine
type.

7.2. Other results

During the development phases before and during the Flex4Grid pre-pilot, the im-
plemented software management system provided a convenient way to deploy various
pieces of software without having to invest much effort into the packaging of each soft-
ware piece. For comparison, keeping even the single Debian-style package of the Host
Controller up-to-date required significant ongoing effort, with the initial packaging be-
ing a noticeable chore in itself. In addition, testing software in containers proved to
be inherently quite safe, whereas installing self-made Debian-style packages required
thorough testing beforehand, not only of the software itself but of the included install
and uninstall scripts as well.

7.2.1. Container Supervisor secondary functions

The primary function of the Container Supervisor is to receive and process updates to
the container configuration inside the gateway. Complementing this functionality, it
has a few non-critical, secondary functions.

The most important one among these is the status reporting facility. It allows the
Supervisor to report information with regards to the Container Service, i.e. the Docker

1http://www.qemu.org/
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Engine, including detailed information regarding all containers existing on the gateway
system, along with some statistics. Since the Container Supervisor itself is intended to
run inside a container, its access to information about the host OS is limited, although
these limitations can be circumvented by granting the container extra privileges.

Related to the status reporting facility is the Container Service’s capability of re-
laying the live log from any container, to the cloud services. This “live log” usually
means the standard output (STDOUT) and standard error (STDERR) streams of the
container’s primary process, although other logging facilities are available. This capa-
bility should, however, be only used for debugging purposes within the development
environment, since any other usage would be a serious violation of the homeowners’
privacy.

Since the gateway receives messages immediately via the MQTT connection it can,
in addition to the configuration messages, receive other kinds of commands. For the
pre-pilot, commands for joining and leaving configuration groups, requesting a status
report, and saving the current settings to a file were implemented. Other possible uses
could be e.g. rebooting the gateway or remotely wiping the device.

Finally, due to the flexibility of the Docker Engine, the Container Supervisor can be
used for remotely rescuing the system from various situations, for example, by running
a container, which establishes an SSH tunnel from an outside server to the host OS.
This and various other possibilities are obviously a major security risk as well as a
potential disaster recovery tool. Thus, serious thought should be put into what kind of
limitations to impose on the containers both on the Container Service level as well as
Container Supervisor logic, not to mention the configuration of SSH and other services
on the host OS.

7.2.2. Limitations and future work

System health monitoring: As discussed previously, the Container Supervisor pro-
vides some status information to the operators, mostly regarding the status of the con-
tainers. However, during the pre-pilot phase, a few problem situations arose, of which
there were no direct reports but only indirect indications. Thus, an important future
improvement would be the implementation of some kind of system health monitor-
ing facility, to be run on the host OS alongside but separate from the Host Controller,
where it would actively report any serious errors to the Fleet Controller.

Common API for containerized applications: During the development of the Con-
tainer Supervisor, an API was envisioned to be optionally implemented in the project
middleware being run inside the containers. The purpose of this API would be to
provide a mechanism for the Container Supervisor to check if the software inside the
container was running correctly, to tell it to terminate gracefully, or to tell it to perform
any self-tests to determine if it had access to all device, network, or other resources it
required. The development of this API was left for future consideration. While such
an API proved unnecessary for process termination, as long as proper signal handling
was observed in the applications, a unified way for the applications to complain to the
Container Supervisor about missing resources, might be useful.
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Application marketplace: Outside the Flex4Grid project, this kind of a system
could translate into a Platform-as-a-Service type of system in which third-party ap-
plications could be offered as container packages via an application marketplace. This
would require further development of the grouping system used by the Container Su-
pervisor, possibly making it more akin to service subscriptions. Also, a similar system
would most likely need to be developed for the Host Controller.

7.3. Related work

Some commercial IoT gateway management systems, such as the Wind River2 and
LEONORE[9], already discussed in Section 3.1.3, as well as other work such as
RUNES[46] and Snappy3, have similarities or comparison points with the system im-
plemented in this thesis. Table 12 compares a few key points of each. Snappy was
briefly tested, but LEONORE, Wind River, and RUNES were not available for testing
for this thesis.

Table 12. Comparison with other software management systems
Platform Software

management
Security and
privacy

Reliability
and
availability

Resource
overhead

Flex4Grid
implementation

Linuxa Containers Signatures,
Encrypted
communication,
Access control

Tested in
small scale

Noticeable
disk space
overhead

Wind River
Intelligent
Device
Platform XT

Intel’s IoT
gateways

e.g. Java
applications

Signatures,
Access control,
Integrity
monitoring

Industry-
proven

No
information

RUNES Various
(PoCb)

Small SW
components

No information No
information

Very small

LEONORE No
information

(PoCb)

Containers No information No
information

Some disk
space
overhead

Snappy Linux
(primarily

Ubuntu
Core)

Containers Signatures,
Combination of
security and
application
store policiesc

Not tested /
No
information

Not tested /
No
information

aRaspberry Pi 2 or x86-64
bProof-of-Concept
chttps://developer.ubuntu.com/en/snappy/guides/security-whitepaper/ (Accessed July 2016)

2http://www.windriver.com/products/product-notes/PN_IDPXT.pdf (accessed May 2016)
3http://snapcraft.io/ (Accessed July 2016)
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The RUNES (Reconfigurable Ubiquitous Network Embedded Systems) project im-
plements a middleware kernel API, which can be employed to build a composition of
independently upgradeable software components according to the RUNES component
model. It is intended for dynamically provisioning the middlewares of a heterogeneous
and possibly resource-constrained device network, such as a WSN. The components
are intended to be very simple but could perform complex functions when multiple in-
terconnected components are used. Three different implementations are demonstrated,
including a JVM implementation, but otherwise virtualization is not used. While the
system should fit a variety of scenarios, any components most likely need to be writ-
ten specifically for RUNES from ground up. Furthermore, the system appears to be
intended for small-scale deployments, further limiting the suitable scenarios.

LEONORE offers a toolset with a service-oriented infrastructure for provisioning
application components on gateway devices in large-scale IoT deployments [9]. It has
many similarities to the system presented in this thesis, including a container-based
approach in the target gateways. However, as it targets a wider variety of different
gateway devices, it treats all deployed gateways as potentially unique set-ups. Thus,
heavy emphasis is placed on the cloud-based provisioning framework, which is able to
create customized container packages for each gateway. This extends greater flexibil-
ity to the system, but also adds greatly to its complexity. It is also unclear whether the
gateway-resident components of the LEONORE system have self-updating capabili-
ties. Furthermore, while it offers both a pull-based and a push-based strategy for pro-
visioning, the former is, in practice, poll-based and the latter depends on the gateway
being accessible from the cloud, as contrasted to the event-based mechanism allowed
by MQTT’s publish-subscribe pattern exploited in this thesis. As the main focus of
LEONORE seems to be in the framework, the specific platform of the demonstrated
implementation’s gateway portion is not specified, nor are the gateway’s security fea-
tures addressed.

Snappy is a container-based package manager for the Ubuntu Core4 distribution, and
recently, available for other Linux distributions as well. It aims to provide an alterna-
tive to the traditional package management systems such as Debian’s DPKG system. In
a similar vein to the software management system implemented in this thesis, Snappy
wraps software into independent read-only container images. The Ubuntu Core distri-
bution is based completely on Snappy and has the potential to become widely used in
IoT solutions and as a basis for IoT gateways. In fact, the Flex4Grid implementation
might also benefit, in terms of robustness, feature-richness, and security, from being
rebuilt on top of the Ubuntu Core distribution.

4https://developer.ubuntu.com/en/snappy/ (Accessed July 2016)



8. SUMMARY

The scope of this thesis was to study virtualization as a means of facilitating the man-
agement of software residing in IoT gateways. More specifically, virtualization in this
context was surveyed in the current academic literature as well as tried out in prac-
tice, as a part of an IoT gateway software management system implementation. The
objectives of the thesis were to survey the feasibility, benefits, and drawbacks of virtu-
alization in this context, and to implement a system for the remote management of the
lifecycle of middlewares residing in an IoT edge gateway.

The system was implemented for use in the Flex4Grid project, and tested in the
project’s pre-pilot phase. In the pre-pilot, the system was used in a number of gateway
devices, deployed in the households and offices of members of participant teams of the
project. During testing, the household deployments served as field test environments,
whereas the offices provided laboratory conditions.

The software management system consisted of the Container Image Repository and
Fleet Controller components, which were housed in the project’s cloud infrastructure,
and the gateway-resident Host Controller, Container Service, and Container Supervisor
components. Of these components, the Host Controller and Container Supervisor were
implemented within the scope of this thesis.

The Container Supervisor was the component responsible for receiving container
specifications from the cloud and controlling the Container Service accordingly. Specif-
ically, the Docker platform was used as the Container Service and was controlled by the
Container Supervisor partly via Docker’s REST API and partly using Docker’s Com-
pose tool. The Container Supervisor also offered a number of non-critical secondary
functions.

The Host Controller was designed to be as simple as possible, so that it could both
update the Container Supervisor and the Container Service when required, and also
act as a failsafe in case either of the latter two failed during execution or update. Most
of the Host Controller’s functionality was actuated by Ansible, a flexible configuration
management tool.

The software management system implementation was required to work from within
firewall-protected, private household LANs, meaning that connection to the gateways
could not be established from the cloud. Thus, in order to achieve necessary time-
responsiveness, the Container Supervisor exploited the MQTT protocol to maintain
a persistent connection to a broker server in the cloud and receive messages in the
fashion of an event-based system. The time-responsiveness of the Host Controller, on
the other hand, was not as important as the component’s simplicity, for which reason
the Host Controller communicated in a poll-based fashion.

The literature survey of contemporary research regarding virtualization and IoT, re-
vealed that virtualization is being used increasingly in several fields in the ICT in-
dustries, such as IoT gateways, Mobile Device Management, and server deployment.
Virtualization allows development focus to shift from hardware optimization to soft-
ware development, and is therefore an attractive practice. Although virtualization can
require significantly more resources, the expected increase of harware capabilities and
resources of many device types over time, will only make virtualization even more an
accessible approach to various purposes.
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From both the findings of the survey and the observations during the development
and testing of the Flex4Grid implementation, a container-based approach to soft-
ware management offers many conveniences, such as easy and safe packaging of dis-
tributable software. Moreover, properly combined with other virtualization techniques,
it has the potential to significantly increase the life cycle of many hardware components
by enhancing support for legacy software as well as improving hardware compatibility.
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